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Welsh English (Welsh: Saesneg Gymreig) 

comprises the dialects of English spoken by 

Welsh people. The dialects are significantly 

influenced by Welsh grammar and often 

include words derived from Welsh. In 

addition to the distinctive words and 

grammar, a variety of accents are found 

across Wales, including those of North 

Wales, the Cardiff dialect, the South Wales 

Valleys and West Wales.
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How many people speak Welsh English?

In 2013 there were 2.5 million native 
Welsh English speakers



It dates back to the 12th century
Dialects of Welsh English arose in areas of south 

Wales from the 12th century onwards. In the 1500s, 

English was formally instated as the sole language 

for governmental and legal purposes. However, the 

Welsh language has maintained a firm grip in at least 

some (largely rural) areas of Wales, even though the 

20th century.
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Grammar 

★ Some grammatical features of Welsh have become part of English.

★  The use of the rhetorical question innit? (isn’t it) at the end of sentences that do not require it 
such as in a sentence like I love running, innit? (I love running, don’t I?) 

★ The positioning of the subject and the verb at the end of the sentence for emphasis. For 
example: Always tired on Saturday morning, I am. (I am always tired on Saturday morning.) 

★ The position of the auxiliary verb do in sentences like “I do like that“, becomes “I like that, I do“. 

★ In South Wales, the adverb where often becomes where to in questions. For example: Where to 
is your sister?

 



Phonetics and Pronunciation

★ Some phonetic aspects of Welsh English are:

★  The –i is pronounced like the schwa in words like kit, pit, and going .For example, going is 
pronounced /go-ǝn/.

★  Most consonants, such as “h” and “f”, are dragged out while others are dropped. For example, Can I 
have some of that? becomes Can I ave some ov that?

★  The “y” sound is sometimes eliminated and not pronounced. For example, in the sentence Did you 
hear the news?, the pronunciation would be Did you hear the ooz? The question Do you want to use 
this? becomes Do you want to ooz this?

★  The use of the alveolar “r”, /ɾ/The sound of the Welsh “r” is quite long when compared to standard 
British English. It is enough to simply lengthen the pronunciation of the consonant a little.



http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cq-mEejECcU
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